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Abstract Hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) provides drivers

with uncompromised drivability while significantly reduc-

ing hazardous emissions. This is achieved through optimal

power flow solution via energy management strategy

(EMS) which efficiently handles energy distribution from

the different energy sources of a HEV. In this paper, a

through-the-road (TtR) HEV configuration with fuzzy

logic-based EMS is proposed. Fuzzy logic is applied in the

main control block of the vehicle with a pair of member-

ship functions assisting the power flow controller to select

the appropriate power distribution by the hybrid drivetrain

based on available resources in real time. The EMS oper-

ates in hybrid mode blended control strategy to achieve

minimum fuel consumption for the desired trip by priori-

tising the electrical drivetrain over the internal combustion

engine (ICE) for power distribution to the wheels.

A Simulink model was constructed in MATLAB� to rep-

resent the TtR HEV equipped with in-wheel motors (IWM)

in the rear wheels. A fuzzy logic-based EMS controller has

been synthesised. The power flow in the TtR HEV is

decided based on current vehicle speed and the global

discharge rate (GDR) value derived from the current state-

of-charge (SOC) of the battery and remaining trip distance.

The proposed controller performs well on standard drive

cycles and offers up to 62% improvement in fuel con-

sumption compared to the reference model which uses

rule-based EMS. Comparisons against other published

models are equally encouraging, especially on high average

speed drive cycles with up to 19.8% improvements in fuel

consumption.

Keywords Hybrid electric vehicle � Energy management

strategy � Through-the-road HEV � Fuzzy logic-based

EMS � Hybrid mode blended control strategy

List of Symbols

g Gravitational acceleration = 9.81 m/s2

b Road incline angle

m Vehicle total mass

Vx Longitudinal vehicle velocity

VW Wind speed (? for headwind, - for tailwind)

n Number of wheels on each axle

Fxf, Fxr Longitudinal forces on front and rear wheels at

ground contact points

AF Effective frontal vehicle cross-sectional area

Cd Aerodynamic drag coefficient

q Mass density of air = 1.18 kg/m3

Fzf, Fzr Normal forces acting on front and rear wheels

at ground contact points

h Height of vehicle’s centre of gravity above the

ground

Fd Aerodynamic drag force

a, b Distance of front and rear axles, respectively,

from centre of gravity

Vbatt Battery voltage

E0 Battery constant voltage

K Polarisation constant

Q Battery capacity

it ¼ r idt Actual battery charge

A Exponential zone amplitude

B Exponential zone time constant inverse
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R Internal resistance

i Battery current

i� Filtered current

1 Introduction

The transportation sector is facing a challenge in the form

of strict emission standards which needs to be complied

with by all new vehicles [1–3]. As fuel prices are expected

to rise and stringent emission policies are in place, car

manufacturers and researchers are finding ways to push the

industry forward while confronting these challenges in the

best way possible. While the paradigm shift towards

emission-free vehicles is slowly but steadily gaining

momentum in many developed markets led by battery-

powered electric vehicles (EV), it is still in infancy stage in

majority of other countries. The main deterrence in

expanding the EV markets beyond developed countries lies

in the high EV prices and more vitally, the lack of publicly

accessible charging facilities beyond urban areas which

renders long-distance travels on EV unfeasible [4–8]. This

is where HEV with the combination of conventional and

electrical drivetrain currently serves as the intermediary

solution to fuel consumption and emission concern [4–8].

HEVs offer significant reduction in fuel consumption

compared to conventional vehicles by having electric

motors to help driving the wheels [9–12]. HEV not only

has better consumer perception compared to EV in general

[4, 6], most major car manufacturers are seeing the move

towards HEV production as the most sensible capital

investment for the time being due to the minimal cost

required to incorporate it into existing production line.

For any chosen HEV architecture, the EMS is respon-

sible to manage the dual energy sources and the power flow

within the vehicle [9, 10]. There are several publications on

various methods of EMS proposed by researchers [13–22]

and review papers which compiled and summarised pre-

vious contributions in EMS designs [5, 23–27]. The main

take from the literature review is that EMS for HEV is a

diverse subject regarding a plethora of varying factors such

as the selection of drivetrain architecture and configura-

tions, the degree of hybridisation and down to component

selections and sizing [5, 9–12]. This ensures continuous

development in EMS for years to come.

In this paper, a TtR HEV configuration fitted with IWM

at the rear axle as illustrated in Fig. 1 [5] is considered. The

TtR HEV is coupled with a fuzzy logic-based EMS at the

centre of its power flow management.

TtR concept has been around for many years. However,

as discussed previously in [5, 28–35], TtR architecture has

not been the focus for many manufacturers due to its

limitations which render it inferior compared to standard

HEVs [5, 29]. Even though there are currently many pro-

posals and publications on EMS for other types of HEV,

publication focusing on TtR architecture is still uncommon.

On the bright side, TtR architecture offers the lowest

design complexity and due to the nature that both of its

powertrains are separated, it allows for a simple after-

market retrofitting of conventional vehicles and turns them

into HEVs [5, 33, 36]. However, TtR HEV requires more

optimisation and innovations before it can compete with

the other HEV configurations in terms of performance.

Previous publications focused on drivability aspect of the

architecture due to the discrete powertrains which may

cause unbalanced power distribution to the wheels

[29, 31, 33, 37] and several other publications have also

tackled the EMS side of the TtR HEV, including fuzzy

logic, with varying level of outcomes [29, 33, 34, 38]. This

paper provides the method of using a fuzzy logic-based

EMS which focuses on minimising fuel consumption by

prioritising charge depleting (CD) mode in a blended

control strategy.

Fuzzy control is one of the more popular approach taken

by researchers in engaging the EMS problem in HEV. Due

to the complexity of HEV systems, conventional EMS

design approach that relies heavily on exact mathematical

models and fixated rules such as rule-based EMS almost

always yield non-optimal solutions [10]. This imprecise-

ness affects the overall efficiency of the vehicle. Fuzzy

logic control theory consists of fuzzy set theory and fuzzy

logic where the former is an extension of TRUE and

FALSE (1 and 0) set theory and the latter is an extension of

conventional logic in how the system determines the output

[10]. Fuzzy sets have elements with degrees of membership

between 0 and 1 mapping two or more interrelated sets of

parameters [10]. In other words, the available sets of data

are mapped to each other by a membership function which

allows for a wider array of options unattainable using

deterministic rule-based solutions. The detailed values of

membership function can be determined using fuzzy

Fig. 1 Through-the-road HEV configuration with in-wheel motors

fitted in rear wheels
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relation or fuzzy reasoning [10]. Fuzzy relation relies

heavily on similarity or the degree of resemblance between

the sets of data, whereas fuzzy reasoning is expressed in

IF–THEN format which has spurred popular reasoning

methods such as Mamdani method [39] and Takagi–

Sugeno method [40].

A number of publications on fuzzy logic-based EMS

have surfaced throughout the years [41–47]. For example,

intelligent management of ICE power and speed for series–

parallel HEV using fuzzy gain scheduling to increase PI

controller performance [41], fuzzy multi-objective opti-

misation that yields pareto optimal solutions in terms of the

balance between consumed electrical energy and fuel by

first transfiguring the required electrical energy into cor-

responding fuel consumption taken as the control objec-

tives [42], fuzzy logic-based blended control strategy that

optimises electric motor (EM) power delivery to the wheel

while prioritising CD mode operation [43] and introduction

of battery working state (BWS) to increase battery state-of-

charge (SOC) estimation for better ESS preservation while

ensuring acceptable fuel consumption [47] among others.

From the literature, the author has selected fuzzy logic as

the method of choice for the TtR HEV as it often offers the

perfect balance of complexity and performance.

However, as mentioned above, the availability of pro-

posal focusing specifically on TtR architecture is limited.

As EMS are always formulated to take full advantage of a

specific architecture, previously proposed methods may or

may not be suitable for the TtR architecture used in this

paper [5]. That is why it is necessary for a renewed

observation for the EMS performance, especially in this

case where a modified simulation platform is used. With

proper optimisations, TtR HEV which has lower com-

plexity and is cheaper to produce shall be able to have

comparable level of efficiency with other HEV configura-

tions. Furthermore, there are recent proposals in the fuzzy

logic applications which are worth considering as they

attempt on optimisations on individual aspects in a HEV

which will be mentioned as the paper progresses. Each

method promises improvements in their respective ways,

and they are considered as prospects to the current project.

The main objectives for this research are as follows.

First is to propose a simulation platform for HEV devel-

opment using Simulink. Using the tools available in

MATLAB, a modified TtR HEV model was constructed

using Simulink to take advantage of the robustness of

MATLAB which has allowed seamless development which

is vital to the progress of the research. The second objec-

tive is to synthesise a fuzzy logic-based energy manage-

ment controller befitting the chosen TtR architecture. As

proven by the limited availability of publications focusing

on TtR HEV, the author feels that there is a gap that needs

to be addressed to bring forth the advantages and potential

of TtR HEV compared to the other HEV architectures;

thus, this particular architecture was selected. The third

objective is to observe the performance of the energy

management controller for the TtR HEV in simulation. By

performing simulations using the simulated model, the

validity of the model can be assessed by comparing its

performance against the reference model of a series–par-

allel HEV using rule-based EMS on standard drive cycles.

The fuel consumption pattern of the proposed fuzzy logic-

based EMS is also compared to the reference model and

against other publications.

This paper is organised as follows. Part 1 is the intro-

duction explaining the brief background of this research

and what the author is trying to achieve. Part 2 emphasises

on the characteristics of TtR HEV and the reasoning for the

selection of the architecture and EMS. The modelling of

the simulation platform in Simulink will be discussed in

Part 3. Part 4 is the simulation results and discussions on

the outcome. Here, comparisons of performance between

different architectures and EMS over several standard drive

cycles are highlighted. Part 5 concludes the paper and

briefly explains the way forward for this research based on

the results.

2 TtR HEV Architecture and EMS Considerations

2.1 Architectural Advantages and Disadvantages

TtR HEV is a parallel HEV but with no mechanical torque

coupling device between the mechanical path and electrical

path of the powertrain [5, 9, 31, 36, 48]. To make up for the

absence of in-transmission torque coupling mechanism, the

link between the two powertrains is established externally

through the road contact while in motion, hence the name

‘‘through-the-road’’ [5, 9, 31, 36, 48]. This exclusion of

complex torque coupling device grants a simpler and

cheaper foundation for HEV implementation compared to

any other configurations [5, 9, 34, 35]. Advantages and

disadvantages of TtR architecture have been discussed

thoroughly here [5, 29] along with the necessary measures

which can be considered in the effort to eradicate its

shortcomings while still maintaining its pragmatic benefits.

The design of choice for TtR HEV in this research is a

plug-in HEV (PHEV) to maximise the EMS potential by

using the external charging feature to provide the best

possible window for optimal EMS operation [5, 30]. This

design choice will consequently eradicate the limited on-

board ESS recharging capability of TtR HEV [5]. Subse-

quently, the use of deep discharge, high energy density

battery as the secondary ESS is also being considered to

further enhance the EMS potential. The focus of this paper

is to synthesise an energy management controller capable
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of performing favourably in a heavily modified HEV

architecture given the best possible conditions. From there

onwards, the controller will be scaled down towards a more

realistic target using the robustness of MATLAB� as a

powerful simulation tool.

2.2 Energy Management Strategy and Performance

From the literature, EMS is generally divided into offline

and online types with the defining distinction between them

lies in their level of complexity [5]. Offline EMS almost

always uses complex calculations via various methods such

as quadratic or dynamic programming [49–55] by taking

into account the future information of known drive cycles.

The advantage of having this information beforehand is the

ability to produce highly optimal power flow solutions [5]

through manipulation of available parameters for minimi-

sation of the cost function or the control objective. How-

ever, due to their heavy computational demand, real-time

application is unfeasible but these optimal or near-optimal

solutions represent the theoretically obtainable solution for

the targeted HEV which leads to their uses in bench-

marking exercise of vehicle performance in real-life

applications [5]. Contrariwise, online EMS prioritises

practicality over complexity which allows them to operate

in real time with lower computational needs [5]. Online

EMS ranges from the simplest form of deterministic rule-

based EMS [5, 23, 56, 57] to a more complex adaptive

EMS [15, 58, 59] or predictive EMS [51, 60, 61] which

vary greatly in their level of complexity and efficiency [5].

The simpler ones tend to have very light computational

elements and often rely on a fixed set of rules for the

powertrain to follow which results in a low cost and easy to

implement EMS which offers only marginal improvement

in fuel consumption over conventional vehicles due to lack

of optimisation [5]. The more complex online EMS

requires some future information to an extent to help the

EMS controller to produce more optimal solutions by

giving them the ability to adapt to the changeable driving

conditions just enough to allow for real-time semi-optimal

power flow calculations which greatly improve HEV effi-

ciency [5, 62, 63], and one of those methods include fuzzy

logic approach applied in this paper.

As explained previously, optimal solution for any given

drive cycle is obtainable through various methods if the

complete information of the trip is known a priori

[5, 25, 26, 62–64]. The major problem for optimal power

flow formulation is the unavailability of information that

are only measurable in the future, such as trip distance,

vehicle speed, driving behaviour, road and traffic condi-

tions, weather. [5]. Although current technology level has

allowed for very detailed terrain previews and real-time

traffic information updates, other attributes such as driver’s

actions and changes in weather conditions that affect

vehicle operations are always unpredictable [5, 65]. This

uncertainties appeal for an EMS that is less reliant or

completely independent of future information [5].

Although this decision often leads to less than optimal

power flow solutions, it boasts simplicity in design and is

real-time-capable.

In order to identify the challenges and the most suit-

able EMS for the proposed TtR HEV, first, it is important

to take into consideration every possible operating mode of

a HEV. Taking the power flow as the foundation of EMS

design, generally there are nine operating modes possible

for HEV of any type [64];

(i) ICE alone delivers power to the load.

(ii) EM alone delivers power to the load.

(iii) Both ICE and EM deliver power to the load.

(iv) ESS regains power from the load.

(v) ESS obtains power from ICE.

(vi) ESS obtains power from ICE and the load.

(vii) ICE delivers power to the load and to ESS.

(viii) ICE delivers its power to EM, and EM

delivers its power to the load.

(ix) ICE delivers its power to the load, and the

load delivers the power to ESS.

However, only five out of the nine operating modes above

are possible in a TtR HEV. By design, the direct ESS

recharging mechanism by the ICE described in modes (v)–

(vii) is unavailable due to the absence of mechanical torque

coupling device. Therefore, the recharging of the ESS is

only attainable when the vehicle is in motion, which is

described by mode (ix). ESS recharging cannot occur

otherwise. This design choice also obviates mode (viii) by

default because that particular mode is exclusive to series

HEV configuration [5, 9, 10, 12, 25]. In this paper, fuzzy

logic is used to carefully formulate the EMS to work within

these five possible modes in order to produce the best

possible power flow solution for the proposed TtR HEV.

Power flow in a TtR HEV is as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Power flow in TtR HEV
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3 Modelling of Simulation Platform

3.1 Overview

The simulation platform for the TtR HEV was built in

Simulink for efficient development. The modified model of

TtR HEV was based on the original series–parallel HEV

accessed here [66]. Lookup tables are used in various parts

of the model for quicker system response. The balance

between model fidelity and simulation speed is critical for

efficient development. The vehicle model and controller

are modelled in a single environment to enable system-

level optimisation. The modelling aspect includes the

electrical system, mechanical, thermal and the control

system of the vehicle. The simulation is done using

Simulink over standard drive cycles.

The model in Fig. 3 consists of the control system block

with multiple proportional integral (PI) controllers as well

as a controller block for the fuzzy logic-based EMS.

Recent proposal on the use of a hybrid neuro-fuzzy PI

speed controller is one example of enhancement of PI

controller efficiency applied in brushless DC motor speed

control used here [67]. The mechanical system includes the

ICE block and vehicle dynamics. The electrical system has

an EM, generator, DC–DC converter and a battery for the

ESS. In the electrical network of the system, a DC–DC

converter is used to boost the battery voltage to the 500 V

required by the DC network. A recent alternative to this

system is available such as the use of ultra-sparse Z-source

matrix converter as proposed by [68] which will be able to

reduce the size of the system while increasing reliability

without a hit to the computational load. A lookup

table from datasheets is used to specify the relationship

between speed and torque. Lookup table is often used for

its simplicity but often the efficiency level leaves a lot to be

desired. Recent publications such as [69] might serve as an

optimisation solution in the future. Other parameter values

included in the model allow for modelling of torque-de-

pendent and torque-independent losses. These parameters

are parameterised using MATLAB� variables. The EM has

an electrical connection on one side and a mechanical

connection on the other, providing a link between the

electrical network and the mechanical drivetrain of the

HEV. The generator follows the same structure. This all-in-

one environment makes it easier to check for any integra-

tion issues between the electrical network, mechanical

drivetrain and the control system. The EM and generator

and their respective control block included in this model

are basic models for the sake of design simplicity and to

have a platform that iterates quickly. However, if produc-

tion of a real-life vehicle model is considered, recent

publications such as [70, 71] shall be handy for further

enhancements in future energy consumption forecasting.

The vehicle model includes tire model with transient

and steady-state dynamics and vehicle longitudinal

dynamics for fuel economy analysis. The ICE model uses a

lookup table relating speed to available power. The input

for the ICE is the throttle signal coming from the PI con-

troller representing the driver, and the mechanical output

port connects the ICE to the rest of the mechanical drive-

train. For a TtR HEV, the ICE is driving the front wheels of

the vehicle, whereas the rear wheels are driven directly by

the EM.

3.2 Vehicle Modelling

The vehicle body is modelled based on the dynamic

equations [72, 73]

m _Vx ¼ Fx � Faero � mg � sin b ð1Þ

Fx ¼ n Fxf þ Fxr

� �
ð2Þ

Faero ¼
1

2
CdqAF Vx � VWð Þ2 ð3Þ

Vehicle motion is determined by the net forces and torques

acting on the vehicle. The angle b is defined as positive in

the clockwise manner when x is moving towards the left

but positive in the counter-clockwise direction when the

motion for x is towards the right. By the assumption that

the net pitch torque on the vehicle and normal acceleration

are zero or when the pitch angle of the vehicle is assumed

to have reached a steady-state value, the normal force

distribution on the tires can be determined [72, 73]. Taking

Fig. 3 TtR HEV model in Simulink
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moments about the contact point of the front and rear

wheels yield normal load forces of the front and rear

wheels, respectively, as [72, 73]

Fzf ¼
�h Fd þ mg sin bþ mVxð Þ þ b � mg cos b

n aþ bð Þ ð4Þ

Fzr ¼
þh Fd þ mg sinbþ mVxð Þ þ a � mg cos b

nðaþ bÞ ð5Þ

3.3 Battery Model

The battery model was designed using SimElectronics of

MATLAB�. The advantage of this model is that it can be

used to represent many different types of batteries and

there are relatively few parameters and they can be easily

found on datasheets. SimPowerSystems of MATLAB�

provides many pre-defined battery models. They are

selectable from a pull-down menu, and they come with full

parameterisation. Documentation provides in detail on how

these batteries are modelled.

The battery model used here represented by a discharge

model that can accurately denote the voltage dynamics of

the battery with varied current value and the open circuit

voltage (OCV) is represented as a function of SOC [74]. A

term known as the polarisation voltage is added into the

equation to better represent the OCV behaviour, and a

slightly modified polarisation resistance equation is used

[74]. The battery voltage obtained is given by

Vbatt ¼ E0 � K
Q

Q� it
� it � R � iþ A exp �B � itð Þ

� K
Q

Q� it
� i� ð6Þ

where K Q
Q�it

� it represents the polarisation voltage and

K Q
Q�it

is the polarisation resistance. The highlight of this

model is the use of a filtered current (i�) flowing through

the polarisation resistance resulting in a slow dynamic

behaviour for a current step response [74].

Subjected to the battery type, the charge behaviour,

specifically the end of charge (EoC) characteristic, differs.

For lead-acid and Li-ion-type batteries used in this simu-

lation, they have similar EoC characteristics [74]. The

charge model equivalent circuit is similar to the discharge

model but with different Ebatt calculations depending on the

type of batteries chosen, and for Li-ion battery chosen for

this simulation, the following equation was used [73, 74]

Li-ion : Ebatt

¼ E0 � K
Q

it � 0:1 � Q � i� � K
Q

Q� it
� it

þ A exp �B � tð Þ ð7Þ

The input for the battery model is the power demand of

the vehicle which gives the information of the amount of

power required by the vehicle from the battery pack. The

SOC provides the information of the current or the amount

of remaining energy stored in the battery pack to the EMS,

which will determine and influence the decision in the

EMS for the most suitable power split for the present

driving conditions. In this model, the SOC is calculated by

[66]

SOC ¼ Max capacity� Ah usedð Þ
Max capacity

� 100% ð8Þ

As previously mentioned, one of the downsides of TtR

architecture is the lower efficiency recharging of the ESS

due the unavailability of direct link from the mechanical

drivetrain from where the required torque to turn the gen-

erator comes from. The external link through the road

mechanism enacts high losses and only available when the

vehicle is in motion and through regenerative braking.

Therefore, one of the critical aspects of optimisation nee-

ded in a TtR is the ability to increase regenerative braking

and recharging efficiency and fuzzy logic is indeed appli-

cable in this regard as well such as in recent proposals in

[75, 76].

3.4 EMS Controller

The control system of the model contains multiple PI

controllers as well as a controller block consists of the

fuzzy logic-based EMS block as can be seen in Fig. 4 [66].

Several lookup tables are used at various parts of the

vehicle to make the system iterate quickly. Figure 4 illus-

trates the EMS controller block. Basic rules are imposed

for the system based on five main inputs, namely current

vehicle speed, ICE speed demand, current ICE speed,

current SOC of ESS and total trip distance. Throttle signal

encompassing ICE and EM speed demand from a PI con-

troller representing the driver model is fed directly to the

ICE and EM. Together with the output from the EMS

controller, ICE_Enable, Mot_Enable and Gen_Enable sig-

nals are generated depending on the demand and thus

vehicle operating point is decided in real time.

Fig. 4 Fuzzy logic-based EMS controller block
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Dynamic programming (DP) is a one of the most com-

monly used tools in many studies for the problem of energy

management of HEV to produce near-optimal solution for

fuel consumption and emission, for examples

[53, 55, 77–79], thus the DP theory will not be explained in

detail in this paper. However, unlike the fuzzy logic-based

EMS proposed in this paper, DP requires the precise

knowledge of the future driving cycle and often involves

complex calculation and algorithm which takes a lot of

computational time hence it cannot be used as an online

EMS [43]. In [43], DP has been used to find the optimal

values of the ICE torque and the gear number that minimise

the global fuel consumption over standard drive cycles in

the form of an offline EMS controller. The aim is to

observe the optimal behaviour for the HEV in order to

build a near-optimal control laws to be embedded in the

fuzzy logic-base EMS controller that will attempt to

replicate this optimal behaviour in real time.

Since PHEV is used in this simulation, the vehicle will

be run in only two modes which are pure electric and

hybrid. In hybrid mode, ideally the engine should always

work around its maximum efficiency. To maximise the

fuel saving of the proposed TtR HEV, the CD mode is

prioritised to take full advantage of the external charging

feature. Depending on the level of SOC and remaining

distance, the optimal working mode chosen by the EMS is

the required power to the wheel compared to the EM

power threshold. The lines where the required power to

the wheel is lower than the power threshold of the EM,

the mode of choice is all-electric, and the ICE stays OFF.

The vehicle switches into hybrid mode when the required

power to the wheel exceeds the threshold line, Pth [43]. In

other words, the level of Pth will be the deciding factor

for the mode selection of the EMS controller. Generally,

Pth value increases for high-speed cycles and decreases

for low-speed cycles. Additionally, higher initial SOC

yields higher Pth value as well in order to favour all-

electric mode. The choice of Pth values used in this

simulation was obtained from DP results from [43]. The

proposed controller will prioritise all-electric mode for as

long as the required power is below the Pth line using the

accelerator signal from the driver model as the control

target. When hybrid mode is chosen, the right power level

will be imposed to the EM to add to the power from the

ICE in order to satisfy the power requirement. The

selection of mode between all-electric and hybrid is done

by the fuzzy logic controller using the set of rules from

the DP results.

As the selected Pth values depend on the driving con-

ditions, the fuzzy logic controller will match the driving

pattern corresponding to slow, medium and fast, which

covers a wide speed range with different speed distribution

profiles. A membership function of vehicle velocity for the

three speed cycles was plotted and approximated using

Gaussian distributions as per Fig. 5 [43].

The membership functions of the speed input for the

fuzzy logic controller are built using these distributions

[43]. As explained earlier, Pth values vary with the initial

SOC and the total length of the trip. For the simplicity of

the controller operation, a separate value known as the

global discharge rate (GDR) was defined and is given by

[43]

GDR ¼ SOCinit � SOCtar

ltot
ð9Þ

where SOCinit is the initial SOC and ltot is the total length

of the trip represented by GPS input in this simulation. For

a given facility-specific driving cycle with a defined length,

the global discharge rate will be determined by the initial

SOC with the final SOC targeted at 30% to avoid damage

to the ESS. For a high enough initial SOC such a fully

charged PHEV, and for a short trip consists of only slow

speed driving pattern, the trip will be inclusive of the AER

of the PHEV and no mode switch is necessary and no fuel

will be consumed. Following yet another set of rules

defined in [43], there are consistent values of optimal Pth

for each of the three speed categories and for each value of

GDR between 0%/km VVL and the maximum level that

was determined at 8%/km for VVH as shown in Fig. 6

[43].

The fuzzy logic controller is designed based on these

analysis with two inputs, current vehicle speed and GDR,

and Pth as the sole output as can be seen in Fig. 7.

During the operation of the vehicle, the fuzzy logic

controller categorises the current speed into the three

speed distributions. At the same time, the second input is

the real-time GDR computed from the remaining SOC

compared to the target SOC and the remaining distance.

Using these inputs, the controller will dictate the operat-

ing modes of the vehicle for the duration of the trip in

real time. The fuzzy logic controller used here is a

Sugeno type and the output is the Pth value. AND logic

operators are used for each rule, and an appropriate Pth

value is executed depending on the inputs as in Table 1

[43].

Based on the membership functions and rules set above,

the final surface plot for Pth is as shown in Fig. 8.

4 Simulation Results and Discussions

Test run simulations on standard drive cycles have been

conducted on MATLAB� version R2016a to verify the

performance of the proposed TtR HEV with fuzzy logic-

based EMS. Before certified for use in practice, several

key performance indexes such as the drivability, fuel
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economy, EMS performance and SOC among others need

to be verified to make sure the vehicle is able to perform

as intended and, for certain criteria, comply with stan-

dards implied by governing bodies. For this paper, the

emphasis is on drivability and fuel economy of the TtR

HEV to make sure first and foremost, the proposed TtR

HEV is capable of responding to driver’s demand while

maintaining acceptable level of fuel economy. For com-

parison purpose, the results for the original series–parallel

HEV using rule-based EMS from [66] are used. The

parameters for the HEVs used in this simulation are as

presented in Table 2.

Fig. 5 Membership function for vehicle speed

Fig. 6 Membership function for GDR

Fig. 7 MODE logic for the fuzzy logic controller
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4.1 Simulation Results

For ECE R15 drive cycle, it can be observed in Fig. 9a the

TtR HEV has managed to perform as expected and in terms

of fuel economy, the TtR HEV, represented by the solid

plot, yields a 0.13 L of consumption compared to 0.1652 L

for the reference model, represented by the dotted plot,

which is a 21% improvement as shown in Fig. 9b. The low

power and speed demand of ECE R15 are the main reasons

for this huge saving on fuel for the proposed TtR HEV

where the heavy lifting is done mostly by the EM thus

putting less strain on the ICE.

On EUDC, the performance of the proposed TtR HEV

as represented in Fig. 10a exhibits a similarly smooth

drivability responding to the requested speed. The fuel

consumption is at 0.2974 L compared to 0.6581 L of the

reference model, equating to a 54.8% improvement as

shown in Fig. 10b. The EUDC consists of mid to high-

speed driving with multiple prompt acceleration sequences.

Moving on to longer drive cycles to observe the per-

formance of the TtR HEV on a slightly extended course, on

NEDC which consists of mainly low speed driving, the

proposed TtR HEV performs well responding to the dri-

ver’s demand as per Fig. 11a. In terms of fuel consump-

tion, the proposed architecture compares favourably with a

fuel consumption of just 0.8242 L, down 38.1% from 1.331

L of the reference model as shown in Fig. 11b.

Another example for an extended driving is a simulation

on HWFET with mostly high-speed cruising which repre-

sents the driving condition on highways. From the result in

Table 1 Fuzzy rules for Pth mapping

Pth for Vehicle Speed GDR (%/km)

VVL (0) VL (1) L (2) ML (3) M (4) MH (5) H (6) VH (7) VVH (8)

Slow 3937 5250 6562 7957 9680 10,459 10,459 10,459 10,459

Med 7684 8655 10,455 11,341 13,728 16,740 19,095 19,095 19,095

Fast 7523 10,457 12,908 15,094 17,106 20,125 21,171 23,556 32,157

Unit: Watts

Fig. 8 Pth surface plot for fuzzy rules. a Pth when speed is SLOW. b Pth when speed is MEDIUM. c Pth when speed is FAST
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Fig. 12a, it can be observed that there is a slight overshoot

in the beginning when a rapid acceleration was applied.

From the fuel consumption pattern in Fig. 12b, the pro-

posed model achieved 0.541 L compared to 1.422 L by the

reference model which is a 62% improvement.

As can be seen from the simulation results, the effi-

ciency gain in terms of fuel consumption of the proposed

TtR HEV model is prominent compared to the reference

model which is a series–parallel HEV with rule-based

EMS. Due to the PHEV design applied with the proposed

model, the fully charged ESS helps the EMS to prioritise

the EM over ICE for providing power to the wheels. To put

things into perspective, comparisons in fuel consumption

(L/100 km) on NEDC and HWFET drive cycles are

provided in Table 3 between the proposed TtR HEV

against the following publications on NEDC and HWFET

drive cycles.

(i) Parallel 3-wheeler PHEV with fuzzy-based

blended control strategy [43].

(ii) Parallel HEV with fuzzy multi-objective control

strategy (FMCS) [42].

(iii) Parallel PHEV with online power-balancing strat-

egy assisted by integrated starter generator [80].

4.2 Discussions

The proposed TtR HEV has shown promising outlook in

terms of efficiency compared to the reference model. The

modified model has demonstrated its ability to respond

soundly to driver’s input while keeping the fuel con-

sumption at the minimum thanks to the PHEV architecture

which allows the ESS to be recharged fully before every

trip. Significantly lower fuel consumption can be observed

throughout all drive cycles due to the large overhead in

initial SOC which contributed to higher GDR value in

Eq. (9). The EM is utilised more frequently compared to

the ICE in providing the required power to the wheels thus

resulting in the low fuel consumption. It can also be

observed that the gain is bigger during higher speed cycles

such as the EUDC and HWFET which means that the

proposed TtR HEV model operated the ICE more effi-

ciently compared to the reference model. However, a slight

instability can be observed in the beginning of HWFET and

this is the results of the system attempted to respond to the

sudden acceleration request; both the ICE and EM are

forced to feed the power to the wheel, but due to no proper

toque coupling device, the amount of supplied power

Table 2 HEV parameters

Body

Mass 1200 kg

Frontal area 2.16 m2

ICE

Max. power 114 kW

Speed at max power 5000 RPM

Max. speed 6000 RPM

Fuel consumption By speed and torque

EM

Max. power 30 kW

Max. torque 400 Nm

ESS

Type Li ion

Nominal voltage 200 V

Rated capacity 8.1 Ah

(a) (b)

Fig. 9 TtR HEV performance on ECE R15. a Vehicle speed based on speed demand. b Fuel consumption comparison
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temporarily exceeds the driver’s request. Although the

discrepancy is rectified shortly after, this kind of spike in

power output is undesirable in practice because it might

cause an out-of-control situation for the driver. Further

investigation shall be conducted to address the issue.

Due to the higher initial SOC and drive cycles only up to

around 17 km in distance, all the simulations are within the

AER for a standard PHEV. Although AER is unavailable in

the proposed model due to the blended hybrid mode

approach, the results have proven that the ICE is only

engaged for high power demand situations which rarely

occur in the simulated drive cycles which has resulted in a

similar outcome pattern. If the trip distance is longer, the

fuel consumption of the TtR HEV is expected to hike

significantly due to the depleted ESS and the limited on-

board recharging capability of the TtR architecture which

will force the ICE to provide most of the power demand

while also preserving the ESS. However, this impact can be

reduced with the use of a smaller displacement ICE, for

example, the 50 kW ICE used in [42, 80] compared to the

114 kW version used here.

As for the comparison with the results from other pub-

lications, the proposed TtR HEV performs unfavourably on

lower average speed cycle such as the NEDC but compares

well on higher average speed cycle such as the HWFET.

The deficit in fuel consumption on NEDC is due to the fact

that the proposed model is using a bigger ICE compared to

the 2-cylinder, 600 cc ICE used in (i) [43] and the 1.5 L,

50 kW ICE used in both (ii) [42] and (iii) [80]. The bigger

ICE contributed to higher fuel consumption even when it is

idle. However, for the higher average speed on HWFET,

bar the lighter 3-wheeler in (i), the proposed model

(a) (b)

Fig. 10 TtR HEV performance on EUDC. a Vehicle speed based on speed demand. b Fuel consumption comparison

(a) (b)

Fig. 11 TtR HEV performance on NEDC. a Vehicle speed based on speed demand. b Fuel consumption comparison
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compares favourably in the fuel consumption department

due to the ICE running in an efficient manner in blended

hybrid mode and bigger ICE performs better at higher

speed compared to the smaller ICE. The proposed model

outperforms (ii) by 19.8% and (iii) by 14.8%.

5 Conclusions and the Way Forward

From the simulation results, several conclusions can be

interpreted. In general, the modelling of the TtR HEV can

be considered as a success because this model provides a

valid platform for simulation and further developments

thanks to its exploits of commonly used equations in

vehicle dynamics simulations. The traits of MATLAB� as

a powerful simulation tool have provided a robust platform

for an efficient HEV development, and the proposed TtR

HEV has managed to perform as expected on standard

drive cycles to provide invaluable data for future prospects

of the project. The omission of the planetary gear system is

a crucial part differentiating this HEV architecture from

conventional parallel HEV configuration. A well-formu-

lated EMS controller is crucial to take over the task of

harmonising issues between the ICE, EM and generator.

The slight spike in HWFET might be resulted by the lack

of a proper on-board torque coupling device which has

resulted in a slightly botched power delivery when both the

ICE and EM are pushed hard, for example, in a hard

acceleration mode. This is something that should be looked

upon and still can be improved further in the future.

Overall, the fuzzy logic-based EMS formulated for the

proposed TtR HEV has allowed the vehicle to perform as

intended as the fuel consumption is reduced by 21.9 up to

62% compared to the reference model. And with the pro-

posed model also compares favourably with other pub-

lished results particularly in the higher average speed cycle

such as the HWFET, the prospect for the proposed model is

encouraging. The proposed TtR HEV is similar to a retrofit

HEV as in the electrical drivetrain being added to an

existing conventional drivetrain. Therefore, the ICE used

here is still similar to the one used in conventional vehicle

and is not downsized as the literature suggested. It can be

observed from the results that the ICE uses unnecessary

fuel over the drive cycle in its idle state. This is the main

reasons that caused the ICE to miss its efficiency curve and

is forced to operate outside its efficient region, especially

on lower average speed cycles. This issue can be remedied

with the use of a smaller, more efficient ICE which can be

paired with an engine start-stop controller which will only

turn the ICE on when needed and off when not in use.

These refinements should be the priority in the next phase

of the currently ongoing project.

From simulations, the proposed TtR HEV is able to

perform exceptionally on all drive cycles compared to the

reference model. However, the modified architecture’s

performance on extended drive cycles which extend

beyond standard AER is still unknown and should be

(a) (b)

Fig. 12 TtR HEV performance on HWFET. a Vehicle speed based on speed demand. b Fuel consumption comparison

Table 3 Fuel consumption comparison

Publications Fuel consumption (L/100 km)

NEDC HWFET

Proposed TtR HEV 7.48 3.28

(i) 2.01 2.50

(ii) 4.25 4.09

(iii) 3.61 3.85
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investigated further mainly due to the lower on-board

recharging efficiency of the TtR architecture. However,

based on the available simulation data, the fuzzy logic-

based EMS is proving itself to be a suitable EMS controller

for the modified architecture and as far the model is con-

cerned, it still can be further improved in the future. The

fuzzy logic-based EMS controller has been successfully

synthesised but further improvement and optimisation is

still required. The results from these simulations provide

useful information for future EMS development, especially

regarding the strengths and weaknesses of the proposed

TtR HEV model. As EMS controllers must be designed to

cater to a specific target configuration, there lies yet further

potential of the proposed architecture to perform more

efficiently with a much-refined controller. The future target

of the research is to further tweak the EMS design and

modelling of the vehicle itself in order to extract more

performance.
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